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A major consequence of seeing science as a cultural activity is the ability to distinguish formally between the normative and expressed behaviors of scientists. Science progresses often in spite of the constraints and conflicting goals imposed on scientists; therefore studying science and studying scientists are not equivalent. Nevertheless, what scientists do is a starting point for understanding how science functions in modern society. The eugenics movement of the 1920s provides a paradigmatic example of how science is invoked as cultural authority, and of the importance in distinguishing among good science, bad science, and pseudo-science. While this may be easy in retrospect, retrospect is too late. Straddling the sciences and humanities, anthropology is situated in a unique position to mediate the "culture wars," by analyzing both the boundaries of science itself and the activities of scientists in society.

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE

Science approaches empirically valid explanations for things, but it does so asymptotically. That makes it especially difficult to use absolute words like "true" and "fact," which have common sense, legal, and mathematical meanings that differ somewhat from their uses in science. The common sense use of "fact" is largely ontological (concerned with what is), while the scientific use is largely epistemological (concerned with what we can know or decide about it). The confusion of these two senses (their distinction lies in the humanities) is at the heart of much of the contemporary tension about science.

The self-correcting nature of science guarantees that its history is littered with yesterday's scientific facts that have been supplanted by today's scientific facts. By the same token, it also guarantees that many of today's scientific facts will be supplanted by tomorrow's. For example, a biologist transported back to 1950 and claiming that humans have only 46 chromosomes, when all competent biologists knew that humans have 48 chromosomes, would have been dismissed as a crackpot or an ignoramus. To a large extent, after all, being a competent scientist implies mastery of a canon of knowledge. That knowledge includes many classes of presumptive facts, some of which will be refuted or supplanted.

It is the canon itself, however, that defines the scholarly competence of scientists at any time. The negotiation between what is "out there" and what scientists think they know about it is the study of the social construction of knowledge. In science, simply making statements about the world that someday turn out to be true (or false) is not valuable. What is valuable to science is making statements about the world that can be shown to be true (or false), which depends on the available technology and the ability to persuade the community of interest. It is what differentiates an Einstein from a Nostradamus.

This is also the source of widespread confusion. The process of science is concerned not so much with what is "out there" as it is with what you can convince someone is "out there." A scientist who knows something but cannot convince anyone of it has contributed nothing of value. The scientist's goal, therefore, is not merely private knowledge (gnosis), but convincing knowledge.

For example, some scientists in the sixteenth century maintained that the blood circulates. However, this was difficult for them to demonstrate, for this necessitated reconceptualizing the body; it was bound to the diverse ideas that blood does not pass through the septum; that arterial and venous bloods are the same substance; that respiration vitalizes the blood rather than simply cools it off; and that circular motion is not restricted only to the celestial spheres. Michael Servetus, who maintained that the blood circulated, was burned for his various heretical ideas in 1553. William Harvey's contribution, several decades later, was to transform the circulation of the blood from gnosia to convincing knowledge.

The scientific facts are — the scientific truth is — what the mainstream of the community believes, or has been convinced of, at a particular point in time. This is arrived at by rationalization, not by caprice, and is conditioned to some extent by what is "out there." But it is not and cannot be an objective, perfect description. It is merely the best, or near-best, that can be done, given a particular time, place, ideology; and technology; thus, scientific facts are under-determined by the natural world. The fact that the count
of 2n = 46 for human cells was convincing in 1956 was a consequence of new technical feasibilities in cytogenetics that had not been in place earlier — and even so, it was still tempting to try and account for the “missing” two human chromosomes when counting them.7,8

Since science is to some extent both description and persuasion, it functions within a matrix of language and social relations. This makes the activity of science — the production of knowledge — as amenable to ethnographic analysis as other human activities are.9,10

In some sciences, notably human evolution, the importance of linguistic structures, metaphors, and narrative modes has been acknowledged.11-15 In other areas, the use of key metaphors is so powerful that we often invoke them without even realizing their metaphoric or linguistic nature. Thus we have the genetic “code,” which is not literally a language, but a classic metaphor by Schrödinger;16 and we speak of RNA “transcription” and “splicing,” although RNA is not literally a book or a tape. By the same token, we speak of genes “for” ABO blood group (equivalent normal states), cystic fibrosis (defined by pathological breakdowns from a single normal state), and aggression (with no known referent for a context-dependent phenotype) as if they were conceptually equivalent hereditary units.17,18

Once again, these observations in no way undermine the utility of science or its success in understanding and manipulating nature. They do suggest modes by which the next generation of scientists can improve upon the current generation’s comprehension and presentation of it.

THE NORMS OF SCIENCE AND THE BEHAVIOR OF SCIENTISTS

Science is at root the search for a comprehension of how nature works, and ideally its actors follow the four norms set out by Robert K. Merton in 1942.19 The first is “universalism,” by which is meant the transcendence by scientific results of time, place, and ideology. But regardless of how it comes out in the long run, the local institutional adoption of false and idi-}

osyncratic scientific principles (such as scientific racism) may have a catastrophic effect on individual lives. Surely such science is meaningful and nontrivial in spite of being nonuniversal.20 Merton’s second norm is “communism,” which refers to the locus of scientific knowledge being in the public domain. Again, however, the privatization of scientific knowledge is not uncommon and may have major transformative effects on science, whether by virtue of patent issues, institutional funding patterns, or simply the influx of venture capital.21 The third norm is “disinterestedness,” an expression of the life and career of a scientist being separated from ideas and advances, although priority of discovery is a constant and well-known source of contention in science.22,23

The last norm is “organized skepticism” — though scientists are notoriously susceptible to trendy ideas, from punctuated equilibria and selfish genes to cladism and mass extinctions caused by extraterrestrial impacts.24,25

Much of the perceived threat to science has its roots in scientists’ misrepresentation of these norms as their own actual behaviors. But the properties of science (a socio-cultural process) are not necessarily to be found in microcosm in the constitutions of scientists (the actors).26 The relationship between the two — how a cultural system perseveres and advances as a result of the culture-bound activities of its members — is in fact a classically anthropological question.27

Science is presently carried out by professional scientists. Many years ago, it was the occupation of an independently wealthy class of citizens, who imposed their cultural values on their work, a fact that can generally be recognized in retrospect. Sometimes they faced overt pressure to conform their science to ideological positions, as when the Count of Buffon was forced by the theology faculty of the Sorbonne to retract his cosmological and geological speculations in the mid-eighteenth century.28 At least, however, the scientists of that era were not subject to the more mundane pressures of holding down a job and supporting a family by doing science.

Science in the late twentieth century, however, is a job, no longer the leisurely pursuit of an idle wealthy class.29 And just as auto workers can come to care more about preserving their jobs than the integrity of the products they produce, so too with scientists. “Publish or perish,” for example, is not intrinsic to the nature of science, but to the nature of occupational science. Thus we find that an objective search for nature’s workings has to be balanced against a variety of factors: maintaining a steady stream of articles, networking, propping up the “party line” in intellectual controversies, politicking for funding, and defending one’s reputation in the literature against the criticisms of upstarts — to name just a few.30 In some cases, of course, the activity of science is overbalanced by the pressures of actually conducting a career in science: the result is misconduct or fraud.

The point, however, is that part of understanding science is understanding the motivations of scientists, which can be more complex and contradictory than we would ideally have them be. Precisely because science is a social enterprise carried out within a bureaucratic hierarchy, it should be no surprise that blowing the whistle on misconduct is as generally perilous
a behavior as blowing a whistle in any other organization.30

Fraud is by nature interesting because it represents a subversion of the generally accepted norms and goals of science. Whether the commission of fraud is a pervasive problem31 or a rare aberration,32 it has been repeatedly observed that institutional responses to fraud are inadequate.33

Thus, there is another distinctively modern and culture-bound aspect of science: Though scientists regard honesty as fundamental to their endeavor,34 they are often paradoxically willing to accommodate themselves to dishonesty or to tolerate it more loosely than one might expect, given the norms expressed by practitioners35 and thus expected by the public. Small wonder; then, that an observer can easily see rampant hypocrisy in the scientific community.36,37

Thus, while the number of major examples of scientific fraud remains small (especially in proportion to the amount of scientific research carried out), the number of admirable institutional responses to it is far smaller. Fraud is interesting precisely for the way in which it highlights the difference between normative values and expressed behaviors in the social network of science — again, a classic ethnographic situation. As a policy issue, the study of fraud by scientists may be crucial to improving the public perception of science.

BAD SCIENCE AND PSEUDO-SCIENCE

Errors are acceptable to scientists, as we all commit them. As philosopher David Hull notes,

Publishing fabricated data is the worst sin that a scientist can commit. Publishing the results of sloppy research is considered to be bad, but somehow not quite so bad, even though the effects on anyone using fabricated and sloppy research are indistinguishable.38

Consequently, acceptable error is often the primary defense of a scientist accused of unacceptable data falsification.39,40 Errors may often have few consequences other than leading other scientists to pursue phantoms briefly. In some cases, however, they may have significant impacts on people's lives. This is because a major role of science in contemporary society is as a validation mechanism.

The power of science as a persuader was recognized decades ago by advertisers, whose phrase "Nine out of ten doctors agree..." is now a cliche. Whether it was that smoking Brand X is actually good for you or that eating one or another high-fat, low-fiber, sugary food is healthy, the ability to get doctors to say it was recognized as a selling point.

The fact that science carries authority means that scientific statements are not value-neutral.41 Scientists have been slow to appreciate the responsibilities entailed by this, as the arguments over The Origin of Races in the 1960s42 and Sociobiology in the 1970s43-45 showed. In the former instance, despite the acknowledgment from both racists46 and antiracists47 of the book's political significance, the author poignantly (or disingenuously?) maintained its value-neutrality.48

Of course, the value-ladenness of science is not as evident in some fields as in others. One can productively contrast the mathematician G.H. Hardy's attraction for his scientific field with the anthropologist Ashley Montagu's attraction for his:

[Mathematics] has no practical use: that is to say, it cannot be used for promoting directly the destruction of human life or for accentuating the present inequalities in the distribution of wealth.49

Anthropology has an important contribution to make towards the improvement of the social order. This is not simply because of the grandeur of the story it has to tell, but by virtue of the very appreciable contribution it makes to the better understanding of ourselves and of our fellow [people], in a world where such understanding is not too widely distributed.50

It is not difficult to imagine how a lifetime devoted to, say, entomology might not provide adequate preparation for the responsibilities incurred in making a scientific declaration about humans.

One of the more tragic episodes in the recent history of science was the popularity of the eugenics movement among mainstream geneticists of the 1920s.31-53 Here, sterilizing the lower classes and restricting immigration, in order to cut off the stream of defective germ-plasm into the United States, was presented as the scientific remedy to social problems.54 There was a compelling, if simplistic, materialist to its logic: Bad genes caused bad brains, which caused bad minds, which caused bad thoughts, which caused bad deeds; therefore, bad genes caused bad deeds. American genetics of the 1920s was a direct inspiration for German genetics of the 1930s;55 consequently, it yields many valuable lessons for understanding the social implications of scientific ideas. Yet the response of the American genetics community to their history in the aftermath of World War II was long-term collective amnesia or denial,53,56 which virtually guaranteed a failure to learn those lessons.57-59

Though science and pseudo-science seemingly are mutually exclusive categories, the boundary between them can sometimes be surprisingly porous, as the examination of biosocial movements of the early twentieth century also helps to show. Pseudo-science generally fails to meet agreed-upon standards of evidence, is carried out externally to the scientific community, and, in seeking the legitimacy of science, misrepresents itself as science. Which was eugenics, science or pseudo-science? It seems that only hindsight can actually relegate it to the latter category. The Passing of the Great Race, published in 1916, interpreted the history of the world through the biological superiority of Nordics.59 Though its author was a (well connected) layman, the book contained a glowing preface by a distinguished scientist, and was reviewed favorably by scientists in leading journals, including Science.60 This would seem to necessitate its incorporation within science — indeed, presumably within "good" science. Yet in 1936, Huxley and Haddon repeatedly and pointedly dismissed it as pseudo-science.62 The
work in question, therefore, was not transformed from good science to bad science, but from science to non-science. This raises questions about the relationship between good science, bad science, and pseudo-science that are not as evident as the judgment of history would make it.

The implication is that scientists apparently can be rather easily forced by their ideological prejudices into accepting work as good science that is not even science at all. There is, consequently, a need for such pseudo-science to be opposed by countervailing ideology. Yet how can we be sure which side represents the science and which represents the pseudo-science? Is it discernible only in retrospect? Are scientists who cannot identify pseudo-science when confronted by it themselves pseudo-scientists?

It seems that a strong dose of humanities might be called for. Even the merest introspection has shown that gender, class, and race are just the top three ideologies that have permeated the natural sciences for as long as those sciences have existed.61-65

ACADEMIC COMMUNICATION

The authors of the recent Higher Superstition are especially critical of bad writing in the humanities. Bad academic writing is a perennially popular target,66 and academics have occasionally been too willing to confuse unclarity of expression for depth of thought. It is not, however, as if scientists have a monopoly on crisp, readable prose: Not only is the poverty of scientific writing also lamented periodically,67 but one can find eye-crossingly incomprehensible verbiage in the first two sentences of probably any paper in any technical journal outside one’s own specialty.

An unarticulated assumption here is that professional humanities writing should be more intelligible to a scientist than professional science writing should be to a humanist. The basis for this assumption is presumably that the intellectual apparatus of science is harder and denser, and the concepts more difficult to express, than are those of the humanities.

An unarticulated assumption here is that professional humanities writing should be more intelligible to a scientist than professional science writing should be to a humanist. The basis for this assumption is presumably that the intellectual apparatus of science is harder and denser, and the concepts more difficult to express, than are those of the humanities.

The industry of science journalism has developed largely in compensation for this scientific problem. The cliché is that scientists know more and...were to walk out in a huff, the scientific faculty could, at need and with enough released time, patch together a humanities curriculum, to be taught by scientists themselves. It would have obvious gaps and rough spots to be sure, and it might with some regularity prove inane, but on the whole it would be, we imagine, no worse than operative.

CONCLUSION: ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE CULTURE WARS

One consequence of basing academic promotions for science faculty strictly on funding and research, as is customary at major universities, is the widespread devaluation of the quality of teaching in the sciences. Scientists generally receive far less teaching experience while in graduate school and fewer teaching responsibilities while on the faculty than do their counterparts in the humanities. If practice makes perfect, then, an average scientist might be expected to develop into a less perfect pedagogue than an average humanist.

Yet consider the following thought-experiment from Higher Superstition. If the humanities faculty of a university...
we leave to the reader's imagination.72

To one reader's imagination, at least, the result might well be a science curriculum with "gaps and rough spots" but, on the whole, far better taught than previously. The basis for the supposition that a humanities curriculum could be better administered by scientists is unclear but seems to be possessed of no little arrogance.74 C.P. Snow's anonymous scientist who confessed, "Well, I've tried a bit of Dickens"75 has the ring of hyperbole, but makes the point well. Science is difficult but, well, so are other scholarly venues.

It may be worth noting that the year before The Two Cultures,75 geneticist Conway Zirkle published an essay entitled "Our Splintered Learning and the Status of Scientists."76 Lamenting the intellectual narrowness he saw in some of his strictly scientific colleagues, Zirkle went so far as to construct a mock diploma, whereby the university "certifies that John Wentworth Doe does not know anything but Biochemistry. Please pay no attention to any pronouncement he may make on any other subject, particularly when he joins with others of his kind to save the world from something or other. However, he has worked hard for this degree and is potentially a most valuable citizen. Please treat him kindly."

Decades earlier, José Ortega y Gasset bluntly criticized the radical specialization of modern scientists as comprising a new class of "learned ignoramus ... ignorant, not in the fashion of the ignorant man, but with all the petulance of one who is learned in his own special line."77 My own opinion is that Higher Superstition and the Social Text hoax do little to falsify Ortega y Gasset's assessment.78

Neither Zirkle nor Ortega criticized science; rather, they criticized scientists. Science and scientists have now become the objects of analysis, and such scholarly reflexivity should be enlightening and welcome to those who wish to improve the quality and role of science and the state of science education. Anti-intellectualism, after all, comes in many forms, and imperils not simply science but the entire scholarly community.

Consider, for example, the misrepresentation of creationism as science (from outside of science) and the misrepresentation of genetics as a social panacea (from within science).79 Creationism is insidious because by misrepresenting itself as competent science it promotes ignorance. But neo-hereditarism, also misrepresenting itself as competent science, is insidious as well. Is either threat greater than the other? As far as I am aware, no one has ever been killed or involuntarily sterilized in the name of creationism. From the standpoint that ignorance is bliss and death probably is not, we might consequently do well to be at least as skeptical of the judgments of scientists as those of anti-scientists, at least where people's welfare and lives may be concerned. Indeed, until such a time as modern social ethics becomes a required subject for science students, we might do well to be even more skeptical of the social judgments of scientists than those of other citizens. As one commentator has noted, "[W]ithout any reference to the interaction between science and society, [science education] will tend to produce naivety [sic], xenophobia, and intellectual arrogance."80

Because of the strides made by science, it is now possible for poor, unethical, or pseudo-scientific judgments to affect more people's lives more catastrophically than ever before. Science thus needs humanities now more than ever. In the words of Jacques Barzun, Nothing is easier nowadays than to believe in the conclusions and also the fantasies of science; nothing harder than to take a simple, unaffected view of the truths of poetry or religion. The predication of the age is to regain the high ground where the thoughtful man can be at ease with his repressed intuitions and satisfy through many means his equally many capacities for reason and belief.81

Anthropology affords an intellectual venue by which to integrate science into our contemporary culture and to acknowledge science as a significant part of it, while at the same time valuing other cultural subsystems. The efficiency with which we can actually use science to help solve problems of health and welfare in a global community may depend on how effectively we are able to accomplish this.82
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